<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CRN</th>
<th>TITLE</th>
<th>UNIT</th>
<th>GPA</th>
<th>CD</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>812</td>
<td>Intro Org Behavior</td>
<td>105</td>
<td>3.0</td>
<td>A+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>813</td>
<td>Marketing</td>
<td>106</td>
<td>3.0</td>
<td>A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>811</td>
<td>Intro Fin Account</td>
<td>102A</td>
<td>13.0</td>
<td>A+</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Semester Credits Completed: 40.0
UC GPA: 3.80

UNIVERSITY OF CALIFORNIA, BERKELEY

SAMPLE
The University of California was created by an Act of the State Legislature in 1868, and classes have been given at Berkeley since 1873.

Units of Credit

Until September 1966, credits were recorded as semester units (hours). From September 1966 to spring 1983 credits were recorded as quarter units (hours). Beginning with the fall term, 1983, credits are recorded as semester units (hours). Quarter system requires 180 units for bachelor's degree. Semester system, 120.

Advanced Standing

Transfer Credit

Only credit that is accepted by the University is indicated on the transcripts of Berkeley students. Individual courses are not shown.

CLEP - Advanced Placement Credit

Examinations and credits accepted are indicated on the transcript in the same manner as transfer credit.

Course Numbering System

1 - 99 - Lower division courses
100 - 199 - Upper division courses
200 - 299 - Graduate courses
300 - 499 - Professional courses for teachers or prospective teachers
600 - 602 - Special Study

Grades of Scholarship

Undergraduate grades are recorded on the transcript. The grades A, B, C, and D may be modified by plus (+) or minus (-) suffixes.

Grade Points

Grade points per unit are assigned as follows:
A = 4, B = 3, C = 2, D = 1, and F = none. When attached to the grades A, B, C, and D, plus (+) and minus (-) carry three-tenths of a grade point less per unit than the same grades, except for A+, which carries 4.0 grade points per unit as does an A.

Courses graded P, NP, S, U, IP or NR are not used in computing the grade point average.

Scholastic Standing

Undergraduate students are placed on academic probation if at the end of any term their cumulative grade point average is less than 2.0. (C average) computed on the total of all courses undertaken in the University. However, in the Colleges of Chemistry and Engineering, probation is determined on a term basis.

Academic Probation

Undergraduate students are placed on academic probation if at the end of any term their cumulative grade point average is less than 2.0. (C average) computed on the total of all courses undertaken in the University. However, in the Colleges of Chemistry and Engineering, probation is determined on a term basis.

Credit Codes

Credit codes may determine the calculation of credit or annotate a course entry as follows:

Current Records System

Fall 1975 to Present

Note: An 'T' assigned as of Fall 1973 to present is not included in grade point computation.

Pass/Fail Courses

P - Course offered only on Pass/Not Pass basis
NPNP - Undergraduate grading option: Passed/Not Passed
S - Course in progress
SF - Satisfactory/Unsatisfactory grading option: Satisfactory/Unsatisfactory
UF - University Final grade may be assigned upon completion of entire course sequence

Sequence Courses

TL, T2, T3 - Sequence course in progress
TX - Course in progress with variable terms, in progress
TP - Sequence course in progress, taken PNP
TS - Sequence course in progress, taken SF
2L, 3LT, PT, ST - Final term of sequence course with total units and final grade

Resolution of Incomplete Grades

J1 - I replaced with letter grade
J2 - I replaced with a P or NP for an undergraduate
J3 - I replaced with a grade for a graduate
J4 - I replaced with a grade for a final term of sequence course
J5 - I replaced with a grade for a final term of sequence course
J6 - I replaced with a grade for a final term of sequence course
J7 - I replaced with a grade for a final term of sequence course
J8 - I replaced with a grade for a final term of sequence course
J9 - I replaced with a grade for a final term of sequence course
J10 - I replaced with a grade for a final term of sequence course
J11 - I replaced with a grade for a final term of sequence course
J12 - I replaced with a grade for a final term of sequence course
J13 - I replaced with a grade for a final term of sequence course
J14 - I replaced with a grade for a final term of sequence course
J15 - I replaced with a grade for a final term of sequence course
J16 - I replaced with a grade for a final term of sequence course
J17 - I replaced with a grade for a final term of sequence course
J18 - I replaced with a grade for a final term of sequence course
J19 - I replaced with a grade for a final term of sequence course
J20 - I replaced with a grade for a final term of sequence course
J21 - I replaced with a grade for a final term of sequence course
J22 - I replaced with a grade for a final term of sequence course
J23 - I replaced with a grade for a final term of sequence course
J24 - I replaced with a grade for a final term of sequence course
J25 - I replaced with a grade for a final term of sequence course
J26 - I replaced with a grade for a final term of sequence course
J27 - I replaced with a grade for a final term of sequence course
J28 - I replaced with a grade for a final term of sequence course
J29 - I replaced with a grade for a final term of sequence course
J30 - I replaced with a grade for a final term of sequence course
J31 - I replaced with a grade for a final term of sequence course
J32 - I replaced with a grade for a final term of sequence course
J33 - I replaced with a grade for a final term of sequence course
J34 - I replaced with a grade for a final term of sequence course
J35 - I replaced with a grade for a final term of sequence course
J36 - I replaced with a grade for a final term of sequence course
J37 - I replaced with a grade for a final term of sequence course
J38 - I replaced with a grade for a final term of sequence course
J39 - I replaced with a grade for a final term of sequence course
J40 - I replaced with a grade for a final term of sequence course
J41 - I replaced with a grade for a final term of sequence course
J42 - I replaced with a grade for a final term of sequence course
J43 - I replaced with a grade for a final term of sequence course
J44 - I replaced with a grade for a final term of sequence course
J45 - I replaced with a grade for a final term of sequence course
J46 - I replaced with a grade for a final term of sequence course
J47 - I replaced with a grade for a final term of sequence course
J48 - I replaced with a grade for a final term of sequence course
J49 - I replaced with a grade for a final term of sequence course
J50 - I replaced with a grade for a final term of sequence course
J51 - I replaced with a grade for a final term of sequence course
J52 - I replaced with a grade for a final term of sequence course
J53 - I replaced with a grade for a final term of sequence course
J54 - I replaced with a grade for a final term of sequence course
J55 - I replaced with a grade for a final term of sequence course
J56 - I replaced with a grade for a final term of sequence course
J57 - I replaced with a grade for a final term of sequence course
J58 - I replaced with a grade for a final term of sequence course
J59 - I replaced with a grade for a final term of sequence course
J60 - I replaced with a grade for a final term of sequence course
J61 - I replaced with a grade for a final term of sequence course
J62 - I replaced with a grade for a final term of sequence course
J63 - I replaced with a grade for a final term of sequence course
J64 - I replaced with a grade for a final term of sequence course
J65 - I replaced with a grade for a final term of sequence course
J66 - I replaced with a grade for a final term of sequence course
J67 - I replaced with a grade for a final term of sequence course
J68 - I replaced with a grade for a final term of sequence course
J69 - I replaced with a grade for a final term of sequence course
J70 - I replaced with a grade for a final term of sequence course
J71 - I replaced with a grade for a final term of sequence course
J72 - I replaced with a grade for a final term of sequence course
J73 - I replaced with a grade for a final term of sequence course
J74 - I replaced with a grade for a final term of sequence course
J75 - I replaced with a grade for a final term of sequence course
J76 - I replaced with a grade for a final term of sequence course
J77 - I replaced with a grade for a final term of sequence course
J78 - I replaced with a grade for a final term of sequence course
J79 - I replaced with a grade for a final term of sequence course
J80 - I replaced with a grade for a final term of sequence course
J81 - I replaced with a grade for a final term of sequence course
J82 - I replaced with a grade for a final term of sequence course
J83 - I replaced with a grade for a final term of sequence course
J84 - I replaced with a grade for a final term of sequence course
J85 - I replaced with a grade for a final term of sequence course
J86 - I replaced with a grade for a final term of sequence course
J87 - I replaced with a grade for a final term of sequence course
J88 - I replaced with a grade for a final term of sequence course
J89 - I replaced with a grade for a final term of sequence course
J90 - I replaced with a grade for a final term of sequence course
J91 - I replaced with a grade for a final term of sequence course
J92 - I replaced with a grade for a final term of sequence course
J93 - I replaced with a grade for a final term of sequence course
J94 - I replaced with a grade for a final term of sequence course
J95 - I replaced with a grade for a final term of sequence course
J96 - I replaced with a grade for a final term of sequence course
J97 - I replaced with a grade for a final term of sequence course
J98 - I replaced with a grade for a final term of sequence course
J99 - I replaced with a grade for a final term of sequence course

Miscellaneous

NP - Not Passed
A - Excellent
B - Good
C - Fair
D - Satisfactory or passed at a minimum level of B-
F - Failure
P - Passed at a minimum level of C-
U - Unsatisfactory
S - Satisfactory or passed at a minimum level of B-
I - Work incomplete, due to circumstances beyond the student's control, but of passing quality
IP - Work in progress, final grade to be assigned upon completion of entire course sequence
NP - Not Passed
U - Unsatisfactory
SF - Satisfactory/Unsatisfactory grading option: Satisfactory, Unsatisfactory
SF - Satisfactory/Unsatisfactory grading option: Satisfactory, Unsatisfactory
SF - Satisfactory/Unsatisfactory grading option: Satisfactory, Unsatisfactory

Remarks:

R - Reading & Comprehension

Previous Record Systems

Prior to Fall 1975

Note: An 'T' assigned prior to Fall 1973 is included in grade point computation as an F grade.

Prior to Fall 1966: Explanations are included on the transcript.

E - Education Abroad Program
G - Course repeated
CM - Duplicate Matriculation Credit
D - Grade completion deferred without loss of grade points
L - Completed (with grade)
M - Allowed to take credit by examination
N - Grade points for I grade allowed upon completion
Q - Grade changed by Instructor
V - Course in progress (sequence course)
J - I grade lapsed to F
R - Course completed in Extension Division
T - Course dropped
GL - Grade by special examination

SAMPLE